Pakistan and India have a sour history of relations since independence. Both have extremely divergent and conflicting national ideologies and have been involved in a continuous conflict with each other. Both are very important states of the Southeast Asian region but they are unable to establish mutually acceptable relations. The issue that has bettered the relations between the two states since partition is the dispute over Kashmir. Pakistan is pressing India that the people of Kashmir should be given right to self-rule. On the other hand India believes that Kashmir is an integral part of India.

"The need of hour is that India and Pakistan should bring flexibility in their stance to amicably resolve these issues by indulging in media diplomacy. The media of these two countries can play their role in the resolution of the conflict between these two countries if they make sincere efforts in this regard. It will bring hope to the millions of people of South Asia who are under the threat of nuclear war between these two countries and bring happiness and prosperity in the region."

In 1998 Pakistan carried out successful tests of nuclear weapon. Both neighbours became nuclear powers of the South-East Asian region. Just after they became nuclear states, Kargil war took place between the two countries in 1999 that inflicted heavy loses to both countries. It was the fourth adventure over Kashmir disputes. Sixty-three years history of Indo-Pak is evident that attitude of both countries is against the peace. This situation has taken over peace and strength of the region.

However, it is encouraging that both states do not deny the importance of the dialogue and reaffirm their beliefs time to time on the reconciliation of the issues. During SAARC meeting (2004) both counties announced to continue composite dialogue for the peace and prosperity in the region. Foreign Ministers and Foreign Secretaries of India and Pakistan announced to revive ‘composite dialogue’ and the peace process between the two neighbours.

**Statement of the Problem**

It is generally believed that press has the absolute power to make and mould attitudes of the nation towards some significance national issues. The resolution of Kashmir dispute through composite dialogue is an important development and has gained a significant coverage in the national press. What is the attitude of the press—negative vs. positive-towards the resolution of the Pak-India disputes through composite dialogue is a matter of concern and the main investigation of this study. More significant is the issue-more frequently framing is used to make opinion of the audience regarding the issue. The following questions were posed to fully investigate the problem i.e., the role of the press to generate favorable vs. unfavorable attitudes towards India and particularly on composite dialogue between the two neighboring countries.

Q-1: Whether and to what extent Pakistani Urdu press framed India as friend or foe?
Q-2: Whether the hard and soft news stories framed India as friend or foe?
Q-3: Whether and to what extent Pakistani and other sources framed India as friend or foe in their coverage?
Q-4: Whether the mean story length framing India as friend is greater than the mean story length framing India as foe.
Q-5: What were the topics that framed India more as friend than foe?
Q-6: Which one of the two newspapers (The Jang and The Nawa i Waqat) framed India more as friend rather than foe?

**Literature Review**

Mass media is a powerful source of disseminating information in this digital age. Nowadays, the role of media is defined as framing the events and shaping and moulding opinion of the public through reading and watching the relevant
information in the form of text and images. Media has the power to mold people’s perception through its coverage. Scheufele and Tewksbury (2007) believe that framing deals with the message construction. The activities of many interest groups, policymakers and journalists are helpful in shaping the people’s perception. Framing is constructed through the volume and quality of news message about a specific issue. Ali and Khalid (2008) investigated portrayal of twelve Muslim countries by Time Magazine and Newsweek from 1991-2001. They found that the ratio of negative coverage of Muslim countries was higher than the ratio of positive coverage. Khan and Shakir (2009) compared War and Peace framing in editorials of the two dailies--The Nation and The Dawn. The findings show that in both newspapers, the issues of terrorism, Kashmir and water dispute were given top priority. Results indicate that both newspapers used war frame more profoundly than the peace frame in covering the three major conflicts between India and Pakistan.

Media play a vital role in telling public what words are appropriate to be used for other countries. Saleem (2005) states that inspite of modern technology, majority of the people do not travel internationally. It is the media that play a powerful role in portraying other country’s images. Actually media enable people to see their neighboring countries through the coverage. This coverage creates positive or negative image regarding the countries and their people. Zahra (2004) notes that South-Asian media has led the dialogue between Pakistan and India in fore front. This act of media has an influence on public diplomacy. Both public and private media of the countries has conducted a number of interviews of experts influencing and shaping public opinion.

Tiung and Hasim (2009) explain that through framing, newspapers can mould the image of a political personality that can affect his or her reputation. News and pictures of the personality is used by media to form public opinion. They conclude that audience’s perception is shaped by their exposure to the newspaper coverage using elements of news source, news content, theme, tone and language used for framing negative or positive opinion of the readers. These readers see and evaluate the objects as portrayed by media. Ryan (2004) discusses the most critical month of October 2001 in which war against terrorism was reported by editors of ten largest US newspapers. It created a symbolic representation of military strikes as ‘new war’. Editorial writers pointed historical references, government sources and relative statements to frame the war. Media frame and define problems, diagnose judgments and suggest remedies associated with war on terrorism. He argues that instead of informing the audience about the reality, media played an opinionative role and was appreciated by the public. The analysis of media support for President Bush’s policies during the Gulf War is proof of media framing. Framing and priming models used by media in covering Gulf war is logically linked with public-opinion. It was found that effects of media framing shaped public-opinion in supporting US intervention and its policies (Allen et. al., 1994). Harmon and Muenchen (2009) analyse broadcast news records from one-year anniversary of 9/11 attacks to US sanction of use of force in Iraq. Framing phrases and words harmonised Bush
Administration thrust for war. Results show that words like war, state, weapon, president, people, resolution, united, Bush and Saddam were used to frame the war. CNN and Fox News used higher proportion of pro-war terminology to portray war on terror. Porte and Azpiroz (2009) believe that European media uses symbols to devise and spread political messages about “civilizations”. The civilisation is perceived in the political conversation and political authorities utilise media to disseminate how the cultural values should look like.

Theoretical Framework

This inquiry was conducted within the structure of framing theory. The frames of “positive and negative” image of India in the Pakistani media were put and content appeared in the two selected dailies were examined. A number of framing definitions is available in literature but no one of them has gained a popular acceptance from communication scientists. Tankard et. al. (1991) has noted, “Framing stems from a process of selection, emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration,” (p.3). Entman (1993) believes that framing is “to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition,” about the issue.

After reviewing relevant literature, the following hypotheses and sub hypotheses were formulated to investigate the treatment of the press regarding the image of India with special reference to the peace process in the Pakistani Urdu dailies.

Hypotheses

**Hypothesis-1:** India is framed more as foe than friend by the Pakistani Urdu press—The Jang and The Nawa i Waqt.

**Sub Hypothesis-1:** Both hard and soft news content framed India more as foe than friend.

**Sub Hypothesis-2:** Both government and private sources framed India more as foe than friend.

**Sub Hypothesis-3:** The mean story length of news framing India as foe is greater than India as friend.

**Sub Hypothesis-4:** Topics of Kashmir issue framed India more as foe as compared to other topics viz. trade and economic cooperation.

**Hypothesis-2:** The Nawa-i-waqt framed India more as foe as compared to the Jang.

Methodology

The study is basically a content analysis of the Pakistani Urdu press. It has the
coverage of “Composite Dialogue between Pakistan and India” in the two Urdu Dailies – The Jang and The Nawa i Waqt from Oct. Ist, 2009 to Sept. 30, 2010 that makes the period of one year. These newspapers were selected on the basis of their huge circulation and reputation as leading and influential dailies of the country. These selected newspapers have a significant contribution in making and molding public opinion in favor of or against the public issues. Population of the study is all the news stories on composite dialogue between Pakistan and India published in both the newspapers during the specified period.

The content in these stories formed the unit of analysis. The units of analysis were determined according to the formula introduced by Twohey (Twohey, 1941). According to this formula, the content was first classified as ‘relevant or irrelevant.’ Relevancy was determined on basis of coverage given to the composite dialogue. The relevant contents were then classified in the following fashion: Hard and Soft news stories; Government and Private sources; Positive, Negative, and Neutral stories.

Coding Scheme

For the determination of frame (positive, negative and neutral), each paragraph was the coding unit and the whole story the contextual unit. Thus story was the unit of statistical analysis. Comprehensive rules were developed for measuring each variable and its categories in this study. In order to test inter-coder reliability, a small separate study of 35 stories was conducted. The sample study yielded 91% agreement for topic, 89% for type of stories, 85% for sources, and 90% for frame. Cross tabulation, frequency, and difference of proportion were used to analyze the data and Chi-square and t-test were used to test the hypotheses and sub hypotheses.

Conceptually, composite dialogue means to negotiate all issues recognised as bone of contention with the determination to reach an honorable solution.

Operationalisation

Composite dialogue: To negotiate all disputes like water, militancy, line of control, Siachen including Kashmir between India and Pakistan. It also includes trade and economic cooperation, visa and transport facilities between the two states.

Framing: Framing means that how a news story was presented and organised in the context of composite dialogue between India and Pakistan. The present study used three frames regarding Indian image namely Positive, Negative and Neutral that is neither negative nor positive image.

Slant: The use of language that appreciates or criticizes the Indian government regarding composite dialogue.

Hard news: Stories based on facts and statistics and are mostly published on the front and back pages of the two dailies selected for the study.
Soft news: Stories telling background, draw conclusions, and also offer opinions. It includes columns, features and editorials.

Government source: The story that is originated from the government source such as APP, press note, government official, press releases and news conferences of the foreign office officials.

Private source: Sources other than government for example, national and international private news agencies.

Mean length: It was measured from counting the number of words in the relevant stories.

Findings

Hypothesis-1: India is framed more as foe than friend.
Finding-1: The number of stories that portray India as foe is 1286 (51.54%) whereas the number of stories that portray India as friend is 400 (16.0%). The difference is statistically significant (chi square test =472.868; p=0.000).

Sub Hypothesis-1: Hard and Soft news framed India more as foe rather than friend.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Indian Image in the Pakistani Press</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Table" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding-2: The amount of hard news stories framing India as foe is 902 (70.13%) whereas the amount of soft news stories framing India as friend is 384 (29.8%) stories. Hard news genre is more inclined to frame India as foe than the soft news and the difference is statistically significant (chi-square test =38.915; p=0.000).

Hypothesis-2: Both government and private sources framed India more as foe than friend

Finding-3: The number of private stories (1979) is greater than the number of official stories (514) in the coverage of India. Both private and government source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Indian Image - New Cross Tabulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Table" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Indian Image - New Cross Tabulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive image</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative image</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral image</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>2495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Framed India more as foe rather than friend in print media. However, the percentage of portraying India as foe in private source is higher than the government source. The difference is statistically significant (chi-square test =17.581; p=0.000).

Sub Hypothesis-3: The mean story length framing India as foe is greater than India as friend.

Finding-4: The mean of stories for India as foe is 646.16 which are greater than the mean of stories for India as friend i.e., 481.35. The difference between the two is statistically significant.

Sub Hypothesis-4: Topics relating to Kashmir issue framed India more as foe as compared to the topic of trade and economic cooperation.

Finding-5: Stories on Kashmir issue framed India more as foe as compared to trade and economic cooperation stories and the difference is statistically significant.

Finding-6: The daily Nawa-i-waqt gave more coverage to India i.e., 1528 as compared to the Jang i.e., 967. The amount of news stories framing India as foe in Nawa-i-waqt is 836 (64.9%) that is greater than the amount of news in The Daily Jang i.e., 451 (30.5%). The difference between the two is statistically significant.

Discussion

The analysis of 2495 stories from the two Urdu dailies--- The Jang and the Nawa-i-Waqt--- suggests that India is framed more as foe rather than friend in the Pakistani Urdu press. Thus it supports the hypothesis-1 that the amount of news framing India as an enemy is greater than the amount of news stories framing India as friend. The reason behind this negative framing is most likely Indo-Pak long hostile relations over the region of Kashmir as a bone of contention. Hence, there is a persistent trust deficit between the two states and both have been unable to establish a reciprocally acceptable power equation in South Asia. Pakistani print media is inclined to frame India as foe because in Pakistan it is generally believed that India is reluctant to create mutual understanding regarding peace and friendly relations. This long hostile attitude and trust deficit has been transferred to the Pakistani press and is enormously reflected in its content. Every act on behalf of India is negatively viewed and the issue is negotiated with pessimistic approach. The issues involving Indo-Pak relationship include Kashmir, economic collaboration, peace and security, Siachen, water dispute, border, terrorism and friendly exchange remained unresolved till present.

Hard news stories framed India more as foe rather than as friend. This finding supports the sub hypothesis-1. The amount of hard news stories framing India as foe is greater than the soft news stories. Hard news stories are based on the facts and figure by answering five W’s and the facts showed that peace process is always halted by India in the name of labeling Pakistan as a terrorist country, sponsoring terrorism in India. Another factor behind this phenomenon is that media always serves the national interests of the country and follow the policy guidelines furnished by the state’s institutions.
Regarding the news source, both government and private sources framed India more as foe rather than friend. Private source involving correspondents, online sources, and news agencies as well as the government sources are inclined towards factual reporting framing India as an enemy. Both the sources are vocalising the same language towards Indian image portrayal. Pakistani press is giving space to all sources that portray India as an enemy. This finding proves sub hypothesis-2.

The mean story length of framing India as foe is greater than mean story length of framing India as friend. Thus it supports sub hypothesis-3. The reason behind this phenomenon seems that almost all genres of stories have framed India more as foe and a potential threat to the sovereignty of the state of Pakistan.

Kashmir is an unresolved issue in Pak-India relations and a flash point of future war between the two states. That is why Pakistani print media framed India more as foe in its coverage to Kashmir issue. So, the finding supports sub-hypothesis-4.

Coverage in the Nawa-i-Waqt tends to frame India negatively as compared to The Jang. The reason behind this phenomenon is policy differences between the two groups of publications-- The Nawa-i-waqt is following more ideological approach while The Jang belongs to more commercialised group of publications. The difference in the approaches between the two dailies is statistically significant. Thus, it supports hypothesis-2 that The Nawa-i-waqt is framing India as foe as compared to The Jang.

**Conclusion**

Media always serves national interests and frames the issue according to the state policy and wishes of the people. The sincerity of the Indian government is doubtful in the eye of the Pakistani. It believes that India is just plying games with Pakistan on Kashmir issue. That is what Pakistani media did and framed India as foe in its coverage of Pak-India Composite Dialogue. The negative image building of India in the Pakistani print media can be traced in the form of social, political, cultural and economic differences that did not come into an end after partition but tensed further in the form of border, Kashmir, water and a number of other disputes. The need of hour is that India and Pakistan should bring flexibility in their stance to amicably resolve these issues by indulging in media diplomacy. The media of these two countries can play their role in the resolution of the conflict between these two countries if they make sincere efforts in this regard. It will bring hope to the millions of people of South Asia who are under the threat of nuclear war between these two countries and bring happiness and prosperity in the region.
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